Abstract-This paper describes a method of detecting and monitoring human activities which are extremely useful for understanding human behaviors and recognizing human interactions in a social network. By taking advantage of current wireless sensor network technologies, physical activities can be recognized through classifying multi-modal sensors data. The result shows that high recognition accuracy on a dataset of 6 daily activities of one carrier can be achieved by using suitable classifiers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Detecting and monitoring human activities are extremely useful for understanding human behaviors and recognizing human interactions in a social network. There are many applications that can benefit from human activities recognition or detection. For example, patient monitoring is useful to inform nurses of patients' physical and mentor conditions in hospitals and senior houses. Current methods for tracking activities are time and resource consuming, relying on either paid observers or self-reports. Because of the tedious and intrusive nature, traditional methods of detecting and monitoring human activities are difficult and expensive. With the dramatic increase of the computation power of small devices and the emergence of new infrastructures such as wireless sensor networks, automatic human activity detecting becomes practical. An interesting fact about human activity detection is that environmental contextual information as well as social context gathered from wireless sensor devices can be used to detect social activities such as group meeting. The activity detection can be extended to prediction that can be used to practical applications such as avoiding calling-in during a group meeting. There were many studies on recognizing human activities using various sensory resources. Sensors such as cameras [1] or GPS have been used to detect a user's movement. Other researchers have used accelerometers [2] and magnetometers [3] as the main sensors to recognize activities such as walking, cycling, and writing.
In this paper, we describe a method that uses multi-modal sensors to help the recognition of human activities. Our system is based on Iris wireless sensor motes. The sensors attached to the motes collect information that includes temperature, acceleration, light intensity, sound, and magnetic field measurement. Together with external GPS and time information, we can obtain a reasonable set of contextual information about the carrier. The goal is to devise algorithms that can convert the raw and discrete multi-modal sensor readings to labeled human activities with semantic meaning. We experimentally demonstrated that using Iris sensor motes, a set of daily human activities can be successfully detected. We evaluated four types of classifiers and compared their performances. The dataset we collected and used in our experiments can also be accessed online.
II. RELATED WORK
Automatic human activities recognition is important for explaining human behaviors and understanding people's interactions and social roles in a social network. Tanzeem et al. [4] introduce some current approaches in activity recognition that use a variety of different sensors to collect data about users' activities. Further deployments and experiments are not provided in their paper. Joshua et al. [5] use RFID-based techniques to detect human-activity. Chen, D. [6] presents a study on the feasibility of detecting social interaction using sensors in skilled nursing facility. The work focuses on building statistical models from human labeled audio and visual data and simulated the algorithmic sensors. T. Nicolai et al. [7] use wireless devices to collect and analyze data in social context. Only Bluetooth detections are included in the study. Our approach extends current works of human activity recognition by using new wireless sensors with multiple modals. Our preliminary experiments show the feasibility of our approach and the results also indicate multi-modal sensors can improve the recognition accuracy of the classifiers. Fig 1 gives an overview of our approach. The main idea is to use attached wireless sensor motes to collect raw data. Raw data integrated with manually recorded human activity labels are used as both training data to train activity models and testing data to test the accuracy of the methods, after preprocessing to eliminate noises and errors. Future data will be automatically labeled to certain physical daily activities using the models built. The labeled results can be used to summarize historical activities or predict future activities.
III. METHOD OVERVIEW
IV. DATA COLLECTION AND PREPROCESSING Personal daily activities are the focus of our research. We use Iris motes with MTS310 environmental sensorboard to record contextual data. Fig 2 and Fig 3 show the closure and Iris mote with MTS310. And a closure is attached to the waist of carriers. Carriers need to label daily activities with start time,finish time, and activity type as training data. Time series text data will be collected through one basestation (another Iris mote) to the data collection server. 
A. Preprocessing
In order to eliminate possible errors and get meaningful measurements, preprocessing is executed before classification. First, ADC readings received from MTS310 need to be converted into possible engineering unit. Table I shows the formula for converting the sensor readings into engineering unit. To avoid possible reading errors, -99 was marked as error reading if reading error happened and was eliminated during preprocessing. Due to the consecutive nature, a single reading which is significantly different than readings before/after it is determined as noise and eliminated during preprocessing. 
B. Data Format
The data formats and ranges are listed in Table II . Fig  4 gives a time series data example which records the data variation of one particular walking activity.
C. Data Size and Activity Labels
A list of six daily human activities (walking, running, driving, lecturing, meeting, and writing) are studied and collected Fig. 4 . Sample Data in our dataset. The total numbers of time series data for each activity are different (2 for meeting; 2 for running; 4 for walking; 8 for driving; 12 for lecturing; 6 for writing). Each time series contains about 30 instances. Activity labels are chosen to reflect the content of the actions but do not specify the style. For instance, walking could be parameterized by walking speed and quantized into slow and fast. After preprocessing and eliminating possible errors, total 730 instances and 10 attributes are used in our experiments. The dataset is available to be download at:
http://groucho.csci.unt.edu/activity-recognition V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In this section, we use 4 different kinds of classification methods to recognize the activities. The differences through the result and some important observations are also analyzed and discussed in this section.
A. Comparison
We choose Random Tree (random classifier), KStar (nearest neighbor), J48 (decision tree), and Naive Bayes as classifiers to recognize the activities based on 7 features of our dataset (MagX, MagY, Micphone, Light, AccelX, AccelY, Temperature). 80% data of each activity are used for training and the rest 20% are used for testing. The comparison result is showed in Table III .
B. Analysis
The result shows that all classifiers can achieve recognition accuracy above 92% for the dataset of a single carrier. Classification accuracy rates are between [95%, 99%] for walking, driving and lecturing which is extremely high comparing with the rest of activities (not shown in the table). includes the True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP), Precision, Recall, and F-Measure. Lower recognition accuracies for other activities suggest that higher level analysis is required to improve classification of these activities. For example, temporal information in the form of duration, time, and day of activities could be used to detect activities. And the decision tree algorithm used in this work can recognize activities in high accuracy compared with other algorithms. One important observation is that not all the sensor readings are useful for determining the activity types. Fig 5 shows the J48 pruned tree. In this case, only MagX, AccelY, AccelX, Light, and Temperature are used to construct the decision tree. Another observation (observed from comparing the accuracy between using single sensor and multi-type sensors) shows that by using multi-modal sensors the accuracy significantly increases. The accuracy we get from training J48 using different single type of sensor is 33.5616 % for single micphone data, 84.9315 % for single light, and 96.5753 % for single acceleration respectively. Activities from different carriers will introduce more troubles for the classifier. The accuracy will drop to 63.4% when we use J48 to distinguish walking from the data of 4 carriers in our preliminary experiments. Result shows all of 4 classifiers can reach high recognition accuracy rate and by using decision tree classifiers recognition accuracy can reach 99% on a variety of 6 daily activities.
These results are competitive with prior activity recognition results that use only acceleration data. Furthermore, this work shows multi-modal sensor readings can be used to recognize a variety of human activities for human behavior detection. Further research will be needed to show how to use temporal data to determine the sequential patterns and predict future activities. How to improve accuracy by studying the temporal patterns of the acceleration and micphone is another issue to be addressed in future. And combining models built from multiple carriers to build a robust model for new carriers (so that she/he does not need to label and training her/his model) is another interesting topic.
